resources, gained through a designated "learning task"; their ability and motivation to retrieve taught resources for the targeted "transfer task"; and their recognition of the relevance of those resources (see Marini & Genereux, 1995) . In this chapter, I use my academic disorientation to offer a critical consideration and redefinition of transfer; in this redefinition, transfer involves negotiation between and among teachers and learners, as frames of reference for judging "relevant" material are themselves differentiated and expanded. A critical rethinking of transfer seems in order, since the traditional notion has not fared well in educational research, even as it has continued its dominance in educational practice.
Beginning with Thomdike at the turn of the century, researchers have found it very hard to arrange for students' transfer of knowledge and skills from the "learning" task to a related but different one. The comments of first-grade teacher Carolyn Howard-McBride are consistent with research findings:
One time a kid said to me ["How do you spell thing?"l. I said that it was the spelling v, ord from last week, and Ihcl said, "'Oh. is that the same one?" You know, there was no connection. (Dyson, 1997, p. 76) There was no connection, that is, between one learning task (a word on a spelling list) and an application task (composing a text). In formal studies of transfer, students rarely realize that a "learning" task and a "transfer" task are similar, sometimes despite explicit experimenter cues (Detterman & Sternberg, 1993) .
Given this difficulty, theorists have offered the following: accounts of learners' own construction of knowledge, task designs that aim to foster cognitive strategies (i.e., learners' ways of paying attention and of integrating knowledge and skills), and, most recently, reconceptions of knowledge and skills themselves as not individual possessions but contextualized sociocognitive actions that must be recontextualized if transfer is to occur (for discussions, see McKeough, Lupart, & Marini, 1995) . And yet, despite these efforts, traditional (if not magical) notions of transfer seem to be firmly in place in many of our schools (Berliner & Biddle, 1995; Goodlad, 1984) . Indeed, as Berliner and Biddle discuss, our politicians throughout the Bush and into the Clinton era have favored a view of schools as "mechanisms for pumping bits of knowledge ... into passive students" (1995, p. 300) . The latest round of public concern about child literacy has provided abundant examples, as politicians, commentators, and educators often seem to assume that if children are taught the phonics ropes, in carefully sequenced order, they will be able to apply that learning and scale any textual mountain (for a startlingly clear illustration, see Saunders, 1997) .
In this chapter, I suggest one potential contributor to this persistent desire for a homogenizing pedagogic order (i.e., the one-way transmission of skills and knowledge): the persistence of the underlying ideological order (i.e., the frames of reference that guide how adults, including researchers, interpret children and judge their "normalcy" and the "relevance" of their experiential and linguistic resources). This factor, like many others orchestrated in particular sites (e.g., stretched funding, reduced expectations, alienated communities), is especially salient in schools serving low-income and minority children, children stereotyped as less academically able (Anyon, 1997; Oakes, 1985) .
I begin by describing the theoretical perspectives that undergird this concern with a persisting ideological order. I then discuss selected research efforts to transform traditional notions of transfer in young children's literacy learning. I illustrate how dominant attempts to transform transfer have been limited by the homogenization of children, their "relevant" literacy resources, and "effective" learning contexts. This homogenization is particularly striking given the complex, contested worlds of contemporary classrooms, "where students and teachers increasingly inhabit different conceptual worlds and participate in different information and social networks" (Green, 1993, p. 208) . I conclude with a discussion of how a rethinking of transfer might allow educators to use that classroom complexity to further children's literacy learning.
To clarify my ideas, I use classroom vignettes drawn from my research over the years on child writing, including the ongoing project featuring Denise and her peers. The overriding research goals of all three cited projects have been to understand the kinds of social, semiotic, and language resources that may figure into children's literacy learning and, just as important, the kinds of classroom dynamics that support or hinder children's ability to be judged "competent" learners. The overriding methodological approach of all projects has been a qualitative one focused on the interplay between children's participation in official and unofficial (peer-governed) school life. In their own social worlds, children reveal a diversity of resources, but those resources are not necessarily visible--or recognized--in official worlds.
All of the studied classrooms have been located, for me, in local public schools, all racially integrated ones in which African-American children have been a dominant group; many of my focal children have been African American and from low-income backgrounds (i.e., they qualify for the school lunch programs), as were Denise and other children featured herein. These studies have yielded detailed, analytic narratives about specific children in specific settings, narratives that may be compared with equally detailed accounts of other children in other settings. In this way, I hope to offer useful perspectives for conceptualizing child literacy. Thus, study conclusions do not involve any one population of children; rather, they involve my examined phenomenon, that is, the social, cultural, and ideological nature and dynamics of teaching and learning literacy in classrooms.
Ultimately, I hope this chapter, like the larger research projects upon which it draws, contributes to our collective efforts to make schooling something other than an irrelevant, disconnected experience, to make it an experience inextricably connected to, and expansive of, all children's worlds.
"STRUCTURES OF AGENCY": CONSTRUCTING RELEVANT FRAMES
In opening this essay with Denise's piece about an upcoming family move, I situated the activity (i.e., writing about transfer) within a framework (children's literacy) that makes sense to me. Having the freedom (within certain specified parameters) to make my knowledge and experiences relevant to an unexpected task allowed me to proceed--and, before too long, the concept of transfer allowed me to view my knowledge and experiences in new ways. Within the definition 1 am working toward herein, this expanding of perspectives, of frames of reference, is what "transfer" involves. Unfortunately, in constructing a frame that makes my experiences relevant, I am indulging in a luxury of the well positioned, one denied many children. Gaining insight into this denial requires a consideration of how researchers and children construct frames, as well as how texts mediate those constructions.
Researchers
Underlying this chapter is an interpretivist approach to research, one informed by contemporary cultural studies (Grossberg, Nelson, & Treichler, 1992) . From an interpretivist perspective, researchers aim to understand some aspect of human experience (e.g., literacy teaching and learning) as it is situated within people's everyday worlds (Geertz, 1973 ). In classroom settings, then, researchers examine how teachers and children jointly construct the meaning of classroom activities, procedures, and materials (Erickson, 1986) . Teachers' pedagogical behaviors do not cause children's learning behaviors: There is no one-way transmission of teacher or "expert" knowledge, nor is it assumed that children or "novices" interpret ostensibly the same teaching methods in the same way. Rather, teachers and children interpret each other's actions and make, what seem to them, relevant responses.
Guided by recent insights from cultural studies (e.g., Storey, 1998; Williams, 1980; Willis, 1990) , interpretivist researchers may complicate their visions of active classroom participants. They may assume that participants' agencyItheir sense (or consciousness) of their own possibilities for action--is guided by frameworks that originate far beyond (but are deeply embedded within) the classroom walls. Ortner elaborates:
There is an insistence, as in earlier structural-determinist models, that human action is constrained by the given social and cultural order (often condensed in the term "'structure"); but there is also an insistence that human action makes "structurc"--rcproduces or transforms; it, or both. ( 1996, p. 2) Particular frameworks for sense making (e.g., disciplinary discourses, religious or gender ones, or those of peer worlds or families) can be imagined as sets of circulating texts that, when articulated in particular settings, read out or energize certain characters in certain roles, some more powerful than others (Fiske, 1993; Foucauit, 1972 Foucauit, , 1979 . Those characters make judgments about the relevant means tbr responding to others, given a certain context, a certain role (e.g., a researcher, a woman, a student, a peer). But those characters are not puppets; they (we) are intentional beings who may not only enact but also resist or, at least, negotiate their actions. Moreover, there are many such frameworks, and, in their interplay, spaces for the unexpected are revealed: Denise, at once an aspiring performer, a competent student, and a sister, revoiced the cinematic words of Whoopi Goldberg's singing nun in her school composition (and they both appear in this academic's text about "transfer"). One basic research goal, then, is to use particular methods of observation and analysis to understand others' understandings (their sense of what is happening and, therefore, what is relevant) and the processes through which they enact aspects of their daily life (like learning to write). The necessarily reflexive nature of such work has been much discussed as of late (Clifford & Marcus, 1986; Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995) : Understanding others' "sense" entails differentiating and becoming aware of one's own--itself always a process, never a fait accompli. But all researchers, whatever their theoretical bent (like all human agents), act within societal frameworks.
From this point of view, then, the actions of all participants in the classroom are intertwined. All "cope" with new material, the unfamiliar, by situating it within what may be taken-for-granted frames of reference that inform action (Bruner & Haste, 1987, p. 3) . Given ideological gaps in these frames (gaps related to age, social class, culture, and role, for example), those of the dominant players in particular settings (classroom, school, university) may prevail, making invisible (making nonsense of) the others' actions. Freire expressed the idea as follows: "Many persons, bound to a mechanistic view of reality, do not perceive that the concrete situation of individuals conditions their consciousness of the world, and that in turn this consciousness conditions their attitudes and their ways of dealing with reality" (1970, p. 111) .
Learning Children
This perspective on research is compatible with certain sociocultural views of learning inspired by Vygotsky (1978; e.g., Rogoff, 1990; Wertsch, 1985 Wertsch, , 1991 . In these views, children are seen as social beings who develop frameworks for "making sense" by participating in the recurrent activities of everyday life (Bruner & Haste, 1987) . Their learning is mediated by--is revealed and accomplished through--socially organized and often language-mediated activities (Rogoff, 1990) . Although adults offer guidance of varied types (arranging the environment, modeling, guiding, informing), children themselves are active, observing, participating, at times "even demand[ing] the assistance of those around them" (Rogoff, 1990, p. 17) .
Skills and understandings thus are organized by, and occur in service of, goaldirected, socially situated activities. Moreover, these activities "come packed with values about what is natural, mature, morally right, or aesthetically pleasing" (Miller & Goodnow, 1995, p. 6) . These are interwoven into the background of shared activities within which language itself emerges (Bruner, 1990; Miller & Mehler, 1994) . In this way, children's subjectivities (their senses of themselves and their own possibilities for action) develop along with their symbolic resources and cognitive capacities.
Over time, children's interpretations (their sense of activities' functional possibilities) change, as do the social roles (responsibilities) they assume and the means (skills and concepts) they control. If and how learners transfer particular means across activities cannot be separated from the activities themselves and how they are socially framed and arranged (Rogoff, Radziszewska, & Masiello, 1995) . If learning involves more than responding appropriately to tasks' stimuli (Thorndike's view), if it involves participating appropriately in socially organized activities, then learners are dependent not only on guiding teachers but also on features of activities that make relevant their developing resources (e.g., particular goals, social relationships, cultural tools [including speech], and traditions or routines that link activities in disciplines or other organizational schemes; Rogoff, Radziszewska, & Masiello, 1995;  for pedagogical examples, see Moll & Whitmore, 1993) .
In this view, schooling continues the learning process begun in the home, providing cultural symbolic forms, including written language and disciphnary taxonomies and genres, that help children gain distance from, differentiate, and recontextualize their everyday experiences with and within tile "scientific" discourses of school (Vygotsky, 1962) . In a well-developed discussion of this process, Nelson (1996) argues that, within young children's fanlily lives, everyday experiences are organized in family-situated narratives that are overlain with complex understandings, including, for example, discourses of "time, space, geography, religion, gender roles, biology, and the natural world" (p. 218). In school, these "overlain" understandings are differentiated, interrelated, and elaborated through instructional activities that, at least theoretically, allow children to recontextualize (transfer) skills and concepts in (to) broader frames of reference.
Ultimately, what Nelson "finds"--or hopes for, perhaps--is "a seamless weaving together of individual experience-based constructions in collaboration with others, gradually incorporating the potential of social and cultural forms" learned in school (Nelson, 1996, p. 352) . Such seamless accounts, however, can only go so far in accounting for children's school experiences, which are full of gaps, loose edges, and dangling threads. Schools, as institutional contexts, are often not known for the "intersubjectivity" (the common assumptions) that provides a smooth transition between homes and classrooms. Schools are places where "different groups with distinct political, economic, ant] cultural visions" do not necessarily agree on which skills and concepts are neatly categorized as scientific or canonical (Apple, 1993, p. 26 ) and where literacy instruction in particular is "as much about ideologies, identities, and values as it is abottt codes and skills" (Luke, 1994, p. 9) .
Unstable Texts
As sociocultural activities, literacy events are not static determiners of what and how children learn. Rather, they are ongoing accomplishments negotiated by children and other participants as they respond to each other, in this negotiating, participants decide what is salient about the activity and, therefore, how they should respond (i.e., what relevant resources they have). Their responses index--or situate the activity within--different contextual frameworks (Bauman & Briggs, 1990) . For example, a child who responds to a school literature study activity with a text based on a popular video has situated that activity differently in social and cultural worlds.
As illustrated by Denise's opening text, children seem to assume or spontaneously construct links between texts and contexts that adults may consider genetically very different (Dyson, 1993b (Dyson, , 1997 Garvey, 1990; Jenkins, 1988; Opie & Opie, 1959; Paley, 1986) . Part of becoming more deliberate, more "socioideological[ly] language conscious," is to become more actively aware of language's heteroglossia and of "the necessity of having to choose" one's words, of situating oneself in a complex world of multiple frames (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 295) . However, this sort of growth is required not only of children but also of adults, whose discursive ways often render social worlds and hierarchies invisible. In WiUiams's words, The educational institutions are usually the main agencies of the transmission of an effective dominant culture .... But always the selectivity is the point; the way in which from a whole possible area of past and present, certain meanings and practices are chosen for emphasis, certain other meanings and practices are neglected and excluded ... reinterpreted landl diluted. (1980, p. 39) Authors present texts in ways that are "contingent upon their being framed as embodiments of shared beliefs and understandings" (Briggs, 1996, p. 14) . More particular to this essay, authors may frame discussions of "literacy development" in ways that take for granted the truth, the goodness, of a shared experience--a "we experience" (Volosinov, 1973, p, 8 ; see also Dyson, 1995; Genishi, 1997; Schieffelin & Cochran-Smith, 1984) . The invisibility of children's frames of reference contributes to the pedagogical dominance of traditional discourse on transfer: If frames of reference are taken for granted, then dominant players in school settings may see children only as individuals who learn with varied degrees of success (Foucault, 1979 ); children's identities and relationships, their knowledge and skills grounded in sources other than the school (or the "proper" home), may be filtered out, and what may be left are decontextualized children who make no official sense. Accordingly, unruly children must be fixed--not situated, learned from, and guided into new realms.
"YOU CAN'T GET THERE FROM HERE!": TRANSFER AND THE LITERACY ROUTE
At one time or another the importance of each basic element of transfer--task, learner, and context--has been emphasized by educational theorists. Given that each element plays a key role in the transfer process, taking all three into account when designing instruction is most advisable. A trend in this direction, toward a more wholistic approach to achieving transfer, is apparent. (Marini & Gcnereux, 1995, p. 5) In discussions of young children's literacy (and of "implications for instruction"), this general trend can be discerned, as attention has moved from tasks to learners and contexts. Shortly after the time of Thorndike (in the 1930s), "reading readiness" was thought to be a matter of the right age (about 6'/2 years), when a host of general skills and concepts would allow the child to learn easily. During the 1960s, however, there was a mushrooming of readiness programs with tasks designed to promote these skills--and fill the instructional gap between school entry and the point of maturity. This was a clear boon for publishers--and a seeming bust for children and teachers.
Researchers questioned the transfer value of these programs' tasks, which fragmented reading and writing into a host of isolated visual, auditory, and motor tasks. Nonetheless, structured reading programs for young children have become commonplace in early schooling, consisting heavily of workbooks and worksheets especially oriented toward letters and letter sounds (see Feitelson, 1988 , for a discussion of readiness programs; see Stallman & Pearson, 1990 , for a discussion of tests).
Despite--and, partially, in response to--these programs, by the 1970s, researchers had begun to describe learners who were already skilled at school entry; indeed, many could "write now, read later" (Chomsky, 1971 ) . Researchers argued that children's literacy knowledge and know-how did not transfer from home to school contexts, because their pattern-detecting, consuuctivist strategies were constrained by programs that fed them one literacy bit at a time (letters, sounds, sight words), making problematic engagement with the holistic processes of reading and writing.
Furthermore, in the 1980s and 1990s, there has been much theoretical interest in the nature of learning contexts, in large part as a result of the influence of Vygotsky (1978) . In this work, effective contexts for learning and transfer involve interaction between child apprentices and expert others; good teachers, like good mothers, interactively guide children's attention within wholistic tasks, helping them orchestrate, apply, and extend their resources (Sowers, 1985) .
And yet, this movement toward "wholism" has not been smooth. Most important for this chapter, a desire for a singular route to literacy, along with a limited vision of both literacy and resources for literacy learning, has allowed many children to slip from the discursive path, the "normal" route, becoming visible only in discussions of "retention," "remediation," or "recovery" from the experience of literacy education.
From the Task to the Learner: Alphabet (Road) Blocks on the Home/School Route
Concern for the transfer potential of the proliferating readiness programs for young children was realized in dramatically different professional texts. The most influential texts describing child writers were about middle-class, European Americans--often academics' own children. And "other" children? They were a silent backdrop, having been featured in texts by psychologists who also did not want to waste time on nontransferable "readiness" tasks--but who did want o dive right into the skills thought most apt to transfer to success in the first~rade curriculum. This striking difference in textual presentations, constructed n the very beginnings of intense interest in early literacy, can be found in unstable texts that echo today. These texts have deeply tangled notions of "our" children and "yours," of "empowering" and "disempowering," of curricula that provide children from "poor" homes "head starts" in the competitive school race and, at the same time, bring others from "rich" homes to a screeching halt on a race they seemingly have already won.
In the following subsections, I highlight selected professional texts in order to illustrate this instability. These texts are primarily research-based guides rather than research reports, since it is such texts that have echoed most persistently in the literature on early written language. I should note (to be properly "reflexive" perhaps, or horribly "irrelevant," depending on one's frame of mind) that I also chose these texts because they were professionally memorable for me. I encountered the first, Bereiter and Engelmann (1966) , as an education major in the late 1960s. It was my first encounter with "poverty," not as a virtue (as the village priest would have it) or as protection against being spoiled (as my mother would have it) but as a predictor of intellectual trouble. I met the other texts cited--those on invented spelling and process writing--in the 1970s, as a firstgrade teacher in an urban bilingual school. I was heartened and informed by the burgeoning interest in children's writing--and startled by the texts' didactic tone (the rush to generalize), especially given the vision of the child writer being constructed, one mighty similar to the ideal child haunting Bereiter and Engelmann's text.
Before turning to these texts, however, I begin with a classroom scene featuring a 5-year-old kindergartner, Callie. This scene dramatizes the potential gaps between official frames and children's experiences, gaps that make transfer of one's resources difficult.
Missed Connections: Children and Teacher in Search of a Frame
Today, in the kindergarten. Callie's teacher has decided to try a new kind of writing task. After months of having children copy sentences from the board, complete phonics worksheets, and, more recently, fill in blanks in those sentences with optional words, Ms. Lin has decided to do "free" writing: The children can choose their own topics and invent their own spellings. Callie takes the new task in stride. She usually copies from the board--and fills in blanks--by carefully coordinating her efforts with those of the children around her. Aiming to follow her teacher's directions, she tends to double-check her actions with others (e.g., "Do we suppose to write the one [the word] that gots the G?" and "Do wc gotta write lpoints to a w~rd] three times?"), evidencing only a vague sense of what exactly she is copying.
In the frec writing task, she tries to proceed similarly, Her usual questions about procedure will not help this time, however; there is no set procedure. Callie glances around at her peers, trying to maneu',cr herself to scc their papers. Finally, she copies the most available bit of print: peers' displayed name cards. When she has gotten as many letters as she can, she adds others, seemingly randomly.
A quiet, familiar ~bscrver, I intervene and ask Callie what she is writing; in response, she examines her letters and seemingly notices the letters ET, and the rcsuhing extraterrestrial's name (Spielberg & Kennedy, 1982) and my question seem to inspire a plan: She is going to write about another media character--King Kong. who "'droppcd a lady in the water." She proceeds quietly, making letters. She reads her final product to her teacher as f~dlows: Callie was a focal student in a study of young children's ways of interpreting common school literacy tasks (i.e., copying brief texts from the board, filling words in blanks, and, finally, "free" writing encouraging child "invention" of spelling) (Dyson, 1984) . In general, the study's findings were compatible with research on transfer in young children's learning. In Wood's words, if children "do not know what is relevant to the questions asked ]or the task as set] and, hence, cannot analyze and grasp what they need to take into account, if they are unsure of the experimenter's [or teacher's] motives or... if they assume that there is more to the problem than meets the eye," they will appear "incompetent" (Wood, 1988, p. 53 ; see also Donaldson, 1978) .
In the observed classroom, the teacher had a carefully constructed series of learning tasks, supplemented with regular phonics lessons. She assumed that copying sentences would give children experience focusing on discrete word units, and so it seemed sensible to her to move from copying to fill-in-the-blank and free writing tasks. Ms. Lin's clear instructional path, however, was difficult to discern in the responses of her children. Callie and her peers focused not on word units but on patterns in the ways writing events unfolded, including the materials used, the series of actions followed, and the way of talking during and about the activity. If a child could not grasp the underlying logic of a task, he or she was, by default, dependent on observing the physical unfolding of tasks, and it is these procedures that were transferred from one task to the other. With the exception of children who already had a firm grasp on basic concepts of print (e.g., the stability of messages, the one-to-one correspondence between spoken and written words, the concept of "words" itself), the children's actions had little to do with composing or meaning making.
Moreover, the more Ms. Lin fragmented any one task into a set of carefully delineated steps, the more confused the children became. Consistent with a later study (Dyson, 1993b) , changes in the mechanics of how tasks should be accomplished--marks that were not to be copied, unexpected blanks to be filled in--led many children astray. The children had to remember to copy or not copy, number boxes or count lines or not do so, and so on, all non-genre-related questions and all dependent on the teacher's directions, not their own decisions. The children had no familiar meaningful frame within which to make decisions about what was relevant or not, what would be effective or not, in achieving some goal.
In making a change from "filling in the blanks" to "inventing spellings," Callie's teacher reflected the discussed trend in child composing. The research spotlight had shifted, however tentatively, from the features of tasks through which skills were learned and displayed to the constructive possibilities and constraints of child mind in a print-rich environment. Nonetheless, as Callie's "King Kong" episode suggests, that shift did not necessarily resolve gaps between teacher expectations and child responses, nor did it address underlying gaps in textual and social logic and resources (e.g., a child search for social guidance vs. a teacher search for independent efforts, a reliance on known meanings and familiar signs [i.e., names] vs. a reliance on linguistic units [i.e., phonemes], a genre frame informed by dramatic media stories vs. an absence of any such frame beyond writing something in sentences). And, as discussed subsequently, the shift, revealed in professional texts, offered little discursive space for issues of child diversity in linguistic and sociocultural resources and of a teacher's pedagogical options for using, as well as expanding, those resources. More particularly, Callie's determination to participate, her attentiveness to other people and to print, did not seem to be useful or used; she still seemed to be slipping off the route, becoming invisible to those looking for signs of the power of child mind in literacy learning.
Readiness and the "Underskilled Child"
Ms. Lin's carefully sequenced literacy tasks (particularly before the "free" writing task) are consistent in some ways with the teaching/learning constructs undergirding Bereiter and Engelmann's program (1966) . Although the original publication is more than 30 years old, it served to stimulate much useful discussion about children and literacy, and it remains a reference point in contemporary literature--a kind of metaphor for explicit instruction (e.g., Delpit, 1995; Erickson, 1986) . ("Explicit for whom?" seems an important question to ask.) Consider the following excerpt from the text:
Once the alphabet has been mastered, the work focuses upon drill with spelling patterns ... and up~)n the reading of sentences and stories containing such words .... When this stage is reached, a graduated transition is carried out from reading material presented on the chalkboard to reading from printed sheets and finally to reading from books. (p. 298) "Books" refers to books carefully planned for practice on the aforementioned spelling patterns. In a phrase that echoes later in this chapter, the authors noted that after "five or six spelling patterns," children can have the motivational pleasure of transferring that taught knowledge to "paper work" (p. 292).
The preceding excerpt reflects a one-way transmission of knowledge and an emphasis on components of the orthographic encoding system, with little attempt to make connections to children's known ways of representing meaning (e.g., storytelling, drawing, dramatizing) or to familiar literacy "events" or "practices." The latter terms were seldom used in educational studies of the time. Still, there were clear assumptions that children from "culturally privileged homes" were interacting with and learning through and about language, including written language, and "those" children, so to speak, were ideologically opposed to "these" children under discussion. For example:
In the course of his language learning, the culturally privileged child ... may amuse himself by playing with words that rhyme or aliterate .... When such a child is toh:l that the set of characters on a sign represents the word stop, the statement is likely to mean something to him .... The child may learn the letters of the alphabet, may learn to spell his name, and be informed when he reads off the letters on a cereal box that they spell the name of the cereal. When the culturally privileged child first encounters formal reading instruction, he already has some idea of the nature of the task. (Bereiler & Engelmann, 1966, pp. 274-275) By "the nature of the task," the authors mean the inner workings of the system, the awareness of words and the alphabetic principle. For the "culturally disadvantaged," already "behind," written language is not situated in familiar frames, as is the assumed experience for the "culturally privileged." There is no such programmatic need, because, it is assumed, there is no knowledge to be recontextualized from the everyday to school; the everyday is the problem to be overcome, not a solution to be exploited.
Although there is little concern in the Bereiter and Engelmann text with children's identities, relationships, or points of view, there is a concern that readers take care to remember that their own texts mediate relationships with adults outside their own frame of reference. Parents and the general public should be approached with great sensitivity: After defining "cultural deprivation," inferring the potential lack of language in "lower" class homes, and suggesting the need for an occasional "slap or a good shaking" for the unruly child, the authors voice concern about "damaging" newspaper accounts that are "not written properly. An article that refers to 'culturally deprived children' and describes these children as 'having practically no language' ... is not going to serve the preschool" (p. 95). However, an audience of fellow professionals will understand.
References to the "culturally disadvantaged" are no longer professionally acceptable, although certainly the state of the current public discussion about literacy suggests the continuing popularity of the "no frills" approach for the public schools, which, in inner cities, are attended primarily by working-class and poor children from diverse cultural backgrounds. Still, the underlying ideology of the proper child (and the dualistic improper one) did not seem to be challenged so much as it disappeared in the literature about the active child learner.
Inventing Literacy and the Already Skilled Child
Callie's teacher, Ms. Lin, decided to open up her writing activity--to make it "free"--and to invite the children to invent their own spellings because of a workshop she had attended. The seeming "opening up" of the writing activity and turning the responsibility for spelling over to her children were reflective of new directions in child writing, ones heavily influenced by developmental psycholinguistics.
If traditional notions of transfer constructed a child with no life of the mind (or body) beyond the stimuli of the task at hand, traditional developmental theorists emphasized child mind--its schemas and processing possibilities and limits. It was the engaged child mind and evolving child schemas that led to sequences of learning, not particularly ordered tasks; indeed, such tasks might interfere with that evolving knowledge and know-how. Individual child differences thus could be defined in terms of (i.e., in the discourse of) each child's place in the set order of things (Walkerdine, 1984 , who builds on Foucault, 1979) : in child writing, in terms of the stage of production (invention) each evidenced (Chomsky, 1971; Read, 1971) . To date, pedagogical texts urge teachers to observe the "natural stages" of child writing, by which they mean changes in encoding: Early strings of circles, curvy lines, and dots give way to more differentiated and alphabetic forms (Raines & Canady, 1990, p. 82 ; see also Temple, Nathan, Temple, & Bums, 1993 ). Bissex's (1980) portrait of her son Paul as a writer (particularly as a speller) is a classic from this body of work. Although she herself cautioned against generalizing from a case study, her emphasis on independent child mind and on the child as his or her own teacher (see also Bissex, 1984) reflects well the tenor of her times, as does the kind of literate environment in the background of her text. That background does not feature institutions like day-care centers, public libraries, or churches; rather, it features a home: "Paul lived in a house that was full of print, and he frequently saw his parents reading and writing" (p. 3). Paul had his own book collection, his own wooden letters, magnetic letter set, rubber stamps, and plenty of paper, all symbolic of the material wealth of the "culturally privileged." And, as Bereiter and Engelmann would assume, one day Paul evidenced that he had, indeed, figured out the alphabetic system: A frustrated Paul, unable to get his mother's attention, used his rubber stamp letters to write RUDF ("Are you deaf?.").
"Of course," his mother "put down [her] book" (not the crying baby, not the wash, but her book). As Bissex (p. 17) explains:
With no external demands for neat letter forms, proper spacing, writing on the line, conventional spelling (and apparently only moderate internal demands, plus help from the typewriter), Paul was free to determine whatever hc wanted to write and then I'igurc out how to do it. When he was faced with these demands in school a year later, his style became more restricted.
In professional texts about young children's writing, school tasks were a major source of interference in children's transfer of skills from home to school. But school could also be the site of children's first invitations to write, to orchestrate their preexistent knowledge to enter into writing. In the words of Graves, who, in the 1970s, began a highly influential project on child writing:
Writing is not delayed. No more than five minutes into any class .... everyone is writing, including the teacher. There are no stories, sentence starters, long discussions of what writing is all about, or exactly wha! |o do on a page. The younger children adjust to this approach without a ripple. (1983, p. 17) The Graves project began as a qualitative case-study research project in a White, middle-class community; it evolved into a "collaborative researcherteacher effort which was a catalyst for change in writing instruction" (Farr, 1985, p. 15 ; see also Sowers, 1985) . The study's major text (Graves, 1983) , a pedagogical guidebook, is undergirded primarily by models of expert writing practices, but it is explicit about the constructive skills of children who "learn to write the way [they] learned to speak" (p. 184). Thus, the book offers generalizations about child writers of particular ages and grades, with illustrative examples. The following is a description of "first composing": "Children are able to compose when they know about six consonants [echoes of Bereiter and Engelmann's "six spelling patterns"]. John began composing when he wrote SSTK (This is a truck)" (p. 184).
Early school composing is thus linked to a narrow definition of academic competence (e.g., knowledge of letter names and sounds). Moreover, it is the freedom to use this knowledge that allows children to participate in school writing programs and, thereby, to produce school-valued texts--"to write about personal experiences, imaginative writing or 'all about' books" (Graves, 1983, p. 187) . Furthermore, observant, knowledgeable teachers know how children write when they are on the literacy route, using their constructive skills, transferring their available knowledge. Thus, they are encouraged to approach children with a shared framework of expected literate behaviors unproblematically associated with valued child qualities (e.g., the "risk takers" and the "personal meaning makers" vs. the rigid or instructionally damaged children clutching their known words).
Children's expectations for school and literacy are assumed, as is the nature of their experiential and linguistic resources: "Children...want to write the first day they attend school" (Graves, 1983, p. 3) . The text makes no explicit reference to children's sociocultural experiences (although there is a description of a reluctant I l-year-old writer who is the only child constructed to drop his final "g's" and "jive" with his friends). The what and how of that first writing depend on the absence of "unnecessary roadblocks" that prevent children from using their universal linguistic and cognitive processes (p. 3).
Thus, good teachers do not need pedagogical strategies recommended by previous scholars, unless their students have "problems" (Graves, 1983, p. 205) . Competent children (and teachers) have no use for "key words" (Ashton-Warner, 1963), "breakthrough to literacy" charts (MacKay, Thompson, & Schaub, 1970) , dictation (Clay, 1979) , or "exploring with a pencil" (Clay, 1977) ; they do not need help with the "drastic [message] reduction" or slow process writing entails (Rosen & Rosen, 1973, p. 89) . Nor do they copy words from books or seek answers to questions like "How do you spell 'Ilovemybaby'?" unless they have school-induced problems.
Summary: Two Sides of the Same Road
In this first subsection addressing transfer and the literacy route, I have considered the nature of alphabet blocks on the path from home to school. Child composing, often reduced to spelling, has been either an activity rooted in the home (and blocked by school tasks that do not allow children to transfer their written language knowledge) or an impossible activity blocked by inadequate homes that equip children with too little knowledge to transfer to school. The two points of view are ideologically similar in their dependence on particular home environments, dualistically defined--ones that waste child literacy possibilities and ones that do not.
Certainly children bring widely varying experiences with literacy use, influenced by material privilege, cultural tradition, and familial history (e.g., Heath, 1983; Purcell-Gates, 1995; Walker-Moffat, 1995) . And yet, Bereiter and Engelmann's identified resources--a functional knowledge of environmental print, pleasure in rhyming, familiarity with written names--are hardly the exclusive property of the "culturally privileged" (Heath, 1983; Taylor & Dorsey-Galnes, 1988) . Moreover, not all children enter school with a felt need to write, but all want to be included and valued, to participate in official and unofficial classroom life. This social desire can be a valuable resource, as can children's experiences with varied kinds of texts and kinds of composing (through play, singing, drawing, storytelling; Dyson, 1993a Dyson, , 1993b Dyson, , 1997 .
Narrow assumptions about how children first write in school--and how adults free children to write--have remained dominant in the language arts field, as have assumptions about ideal children and the literacy route from home to school. These assumptions make visible a limited variety of linguistic and experiential resources, on the one hand, and, on the other, they seem to equate that constrained list of resources with an expanse of language and literacy possibilities. A striking illustration appeared recently in Education Week (Manzo, 1997, p. 24 ). An educator known for helpful texts on holistic literacy teaching responded to public concerns about phonics in this way:
Most kids do not need that kind of phonics instruction .... Kids who come to school without language experience need to have systematic phonics, but the first problem is that they haven't heard stories.
The educator could have been misquoted, but this sort of tangled statement bespeaks the difficulty of dominant literacy assumptions. Who are these children without language experience, who have never heard stories? How can one assume a connection between a particular instructional need and a particular deprived home life (a life with no evident need for language or story)? In the case of children's written language, a set of valued home experiences is evidenced by a set of competent behaviors (six consonant sounds?) in school, for which the school can assume credit, although it has not so much taught as freed children to orchestrate and apply (transfer) what they know.
The literacy route was constructed within the scholarly frames of observers with particular lenses, including a psychological lens that highlighted alphabet drill and spelling patterns, a psycholinguistic lens that highlighted children's innate phonological knowledge, and an English composition lens that seemed to take written language itself for granted and to concentrate on "drafting, revising, and publishing." What is most relevant to the adult observers--what they can apply (transfer) of their own knowledge--becomes a quality of children themselves. In Walkerdine's (1984, p. 171) words, "knowledge as a [constructed] social category is ... marginalized in favor of knowledge as both individual production and competence."
The value of these advances in understanding is not disputed here, but the "discursive slip" (Walkerdine, 1984, p. 171 ) that allows particular studies in particular sites with particular children, grounded in particular research frames, to become normalizing truths about "the child" is disputed. Placed in a new situation, children neither simply "transfer" old concepts and strategies nor "invent" (or evolve) new ones; they contextualize new situations within what seem relevant frames of reference and use available means, given (as they see it) the demands or expectations of others. For Callie and her peers, it was the interactive distance between them and their teacher that seemed to be "the block"--the dead space where frames did not productively converge, where no one's world was redefined, where teacher-intended transfers did not occur (Dyson, 1993b; Genishi, 1992; Guttierez, Rymes, & Larson, 1995; Nieto, 1992; Nystrand, 1996) .
From the Learner to the Context: Tenuous Scaffolds and Collapsing Bridges
Interactive contexts are key to the Vygotskian-inspired research on leaming that blossomed in the 1980s. Theoretically, the focal unit in this work is not the individual and the individual's (conceptual) possessions but the individual participating in an event or activity. Thus, the emphasis is not on how children apply previous learning in new tasks but, rather, on how they assume new roles and responsibilities within ever-evolving activities (i.e., tasks within interactive events, which, when viewed as ideologically charged, are "practices"; Miller & Goodnow, 1995) . Since the social dynamics of activities change with learning (i.e., individuals' relationships and expectations for each other and for the event itself change), interaction is both situated within and constitutive of contexts.
Despite--or, rather, because of--the emphasis on the inseparability of individuals and their contexts, this perspective provides new conceptual angles for considering the concept of transfer. For example, whether or not children apply (realize the relevance of) certain knowledge or know-how may vary with the "flux of social interaction" in an activity, and thus researchers may learn "what aspects of problem solving a child ... handles with what types of support" (Rogoff, Baker-Sennett, Lacasa, & Goldsmith, 1995, p. 55) . More broadly, the transfer, or recontextualization, of knowledge or skills from one activity to another requires sociocultural and ideological learning. In the words of Rogoff and her colleagues:
Research involves examining the emergent structure of activities that relate to kx:al economic, political, and other ideological systems that link onc social activity to another and thus organize learning and conditions across activity contexts. That is, children extract sociocultural knowledge by discerning variations and commonalities across activities as they attend to ll-te ordinary, repeated practices of care givers that are systematically linked to economic and political practices. (Rogoff. Radziszewska, & Masiello, 1995, p. 129) This point of view has clearly been evidenced in recent theoretical work on written language, in which literacy is not viewed as a set of neutral skills that can be transferred to any task once mastered. Literacy mediates social relationships and ideological values (Street, 1995) . In writing, transfer or its lack involves sociocultural learning: If and how certain symbolic means or texts figure in one institutional context (i.e., family or playground) but not another (i.e., school) is a part of learning about how both literacy and social worlds work (Dyson, 1993b (Dyson, , 1997 .
This emphasis on learning through interactive contexts both has, and has not had, a dramatic influence on the literature about young children's written language and, more particularly, about children's movement along the literacy route. Focuses on interaction itself or "scaffolding" (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976) , like the emphasis on constructivism, often assumed the ease of children's pathways from home to school when good teachers behaved like good mothers--they knew when to get out of the way so that children could apply their socially constructed knowledge. Focuses on sociocultural differences emphasized the need for "cultural bridges" between homes and schools, since children's attempts to transfer home "ways with words" (Heath, 1983) to school activities could meet with unhappy consequences (but see Au, 1980; Boggs, 1985) .
In the following, 1 illustrate the contributions and limitations of scaffolds and bridges as interactive contexts for learning and transfer. I begin, once again, with a case study child, Jameel.
Missed--and Negotiated--Textual Connections
This morning an accident happened on the street outside Louise's K/I classroom, just as thc children were arriving for sch(~)l. A car had rammed into the playground fence, injuring a pedestrian. Now, during the morning composing period, 6-year-old Jameel seems inspired by this dramatic scene, and also by his concern that a similar accident may have befallen his lost cat, Panther. Using familiar characters from a Dr. Scuss b~Yok, Jamcel draws a cat and a hat alternately sitting on each other and, then, a cartoonlike scene in which four "'speeding robbers" zoom past. "That car is rolling," says Jameel. "He he he he. That car is ro:lling!" And it is that roiling car that runs over I~)r Cat.
As is the regular routine in Jameel's K/I class, when the morning work period is over, the children gather on the front rag to read their day's compositions. When it is his turn, Jameel reads the following text:
Sat on Cat. Sat on Hat.
Hat Sat on CAT. CAT GoN. 911 for Cat ]punctuation added] When Jamecl finishes, one peer, Edward, responds appreciatively, "It's like a poem.'" But anolher, Mollie, objects: "It doesn't make any sense." Just as his teacher, Louise, does when children do not understand stories she reads, Jameel tries to figure out exactly . I don't got no more friends. After Mollie leaves. Jameel ct~mplains, +'Why she tell me--I did it the way 1 wanted it. And now they want me to do it how they want it. But it's my dccisicm.'" Jameel was a focal student in a study of K-3 children' s independent composing, particularly children's social goals and the kinds of discourse traditions they used to achieve those goals (Dyson, 1993b) . From the beginning of the school year, an open-ended composing time occurred during language arts, as did alphabet games and initial consonant study, spelling-pattern practice, dictation, and much reading of literature (including poetry).
Perhaps precisely because the composing period was open ended, the children tended to contextualize their enactment of that period within familiar interpretive frames not explicitly introduced by school. For example, on different occasions the focal children (in this study, all African American) used written language as they sometimes used oral language: to affiliate with peers by recounting experiences with popular media stories or listing well-known celebrities. The desired social response seemed to be "Oh yeah, I saw that [know that] too." These were not texts that lent themselves to revision, since recalling a shared experience--not explicitly providing information--was the goal.
Sometimes the children's goal was to teach or explain information. For Jameel, this usually happened orally (as it did when he attempted with great care to find out exactly what it was Mollie did not understand). On still other occasions, as in the Cat and Hat composing event itself, children composed artful stories to perform using their oral expressive resources. Even first graders initiated revisions of these texts, whose production entails heightened attention to linguistic elements (Bauman, 1992) . Their familiarity with popular genres allowed them a "senseable" frame for manipulating the features of written texts in order to make words rhyme, phrases rhythmic, dialogue fast paced, or images funny. Given a performance goal, children might accept help from those in "collaborator" or "teacher" roles but not from those regarded as "audience," just as Jameel had no intention of accepting help from Mollie.
Louise, Jameel's teacher, found him both delightful and exasperating. Attempting to implement much-recommended "conference" routines, Louise expected Jameel, and all of her children, to appropriate her ways of questioning them about their texts ("Does that make sense?") so that they would learn to apply these questioning strategies. And yet, Jameel, like other children, did not always play by the script.
Jameel drew on new cultural tools (writing) to enact practices he connected to his life outside the classroom, and he assumed new roles (e.g., teacher, reviser) in collaboratively constructed events, even if they were not always the ones anticipated. He was, in effect, learning. However, as discussed in the larger study (Dyson, 1993b) , his teacher Louise learned too. She learned that the generic conference scaffold could not accommodate the diversity of literacy practices and relations within which the children contextualized their writing.
Moreover, she learned that, to create a bridge from familiar practices or interpretive frames to school-introduced ones, she would need to explicitly name genre practices and roles and, in this way, help children negotiate with her--and each other--the relevance of their knowledge and know-how; for example, the sense of "911 for Cat" depends on one's genre frame, as some of the children seemed to know given their comments on poetry and pictures. Finally, Louise learned to reference certain genres (like cartoons and pop songs) not included on most lists of culturally valued forms (except, perhaps, her children's).
Thus, in attempts at understanding the nature of contexts for learning and transfer in Louise's room, the conceptual tools of scaffolds and bridges do offer some explanatory guidance, Still, as discussed subsequently, in the area of child literacy, theoretical advances slip away, as ideological conceptions of the ideal child filter out the symbolic and social possibilities of the many.
Tenuous Scaffolds
In planning for her class, Louise was influenced by her own participation in staff development on conducting "writing workshops" with young children, as well as by Graves's project (1983) . As Farr (1985) comments, "Writing conferences.., were the heart of the instructional approach used by the teachers" in that work (p. xi). Although not initially connected to a sociocognitive emphasis on learning or scaffolding, the pedagogical practice of conferencing came to be seen as an instance of sociocognitive co-construction.
Inspired both by a newly available book of Vygotskian theory (Vygotsky, 1978) and by research on parent-child interaction in language learning (e.g., Cross, 1975) , this theoretical view emphasized how tasks are analytically enacted not through linearly isolated skills to be "blended" together but through collaborative interactions that reveal their inner workings. In Graves's words, "The same principles underlying a child's acquisition of language and behavior from its mother were occurring in teacher-child interactions during conferences" (1983, p. 271) . Unlike the parent-child interaction studies, however, the emphasis was not on co-construction during the child's actual composing but, rather, on responding after the fact, as it were. (Perhaps for this reason, encoding tended to remain "constructed," even as knowledge of the writing process was "co-constructed.") (Sowers, 1982, p. 87; Sowers, 1985) . Educators could thus examine how children transferred what they accomplished with more expert others (their teachers) to their own independent efforts. Those efforts were viewed primarily through the lens of teachers' instructional intention, which was that the child would assume more responsibility and, thus, as Litowitz explains, become "just like me" (1993, p. 191) . And this assumption of mutual identification, of sufficient common ground, is a common critique of the scaffolding metaphor for instruction, despite the usefulness of its predictable routines and contingent responses. That is, some instructional enactments of the scaffolding metaphor seemed to assume its most critical component--a relationship situated in enough common ground to allow the coordination and communication needed for that ground to expand, for the activity to evolve (Rogoff, Baker-Sennett, Lacasa, & Goldsmith, 1995; Stone, 1993) . More particularly, writing conferences were designed to help the child produce a "good text," but they assumed common textual goals and shared understandings about interactional roles and responsiveness. Observers, particularly those concerned with cultural diversity and/or gender and racial equity, began to ask: What kinds of assumptions about teacher-student relationships (Delpit, 1995; Reyes, 1991; Walker, 1992) and about textual structures and functions (Gilbert, 1989; Gray, 1987; Kress, 1989) undergird the recommended talk during conferences?
Collapsing Bridges
To understand the issues of identity and relationship raised about scaffolding requires stepping back from those dyadic encounters between teachers and children and, moreover, allowing both teachers and children complex histories and roles in diverse institutions (families, classrooms, schools, communities) . This stepping back has been accomplished primarily through the study of communities whose cultural practices are viewed as different in critical v~ays from those of school. In this literature, there is no assumption that teacher and child share key understandings about their social purpose, interactional roles, and textual values.
One of the most often cited sociocultural studies in early literacy is that of Heath (1982 Heath ( , 1983 . As part of her ethnographic study of different southeastern communities, Heath examined cultural differences in parent-child relationships and in literacy use. As a result of her study, she argued against the assumption of"unilinear modes of development" and for curricular recognition of the "range of alternatives to ways of learning and displaying knowledge [that] characterizes all highly school-successful adults" (Heath, 1982, p. 73) . For example, children in a working-class African-American community that was part of the study already use narrative skills highly rewarded in the upper primary grades .... They distinguish a fictionalized story from a real-life narrative. They know that telling a story ... suspends reality and frames an old event in a new context; it calls on audience participation to recognize the setting and One researcher IHeathl who ~bserved parents reading hooks to their children [one aspect of the studyl discovcred differences in the quality and quantity of informal instruction that the parents provided. Somc parents asked questions similar to those that teachers ask in school. Thus. their children had experience playing school-like questitm and answer games .... Other parents asked children perfunctory questions about stories being read or did not discuss what was being read. (Anderson, Hicbert, Scott. & Wilkins~m, 1985, pp. 23-24"1 The niceties of sociocultural research--issues of patterns and demands, of daily living, of differences in life rhythms and routines and resources--are filtered out so that we can get to the business at hand, portraying the most efficient way for properly orienting children to the school literacy road.
Segregated off into publications on "diversity," this literature has not seemed to complicate assumptions about the efficient route to school literacy. Although the "scaffolding" concept connotes vertical progress, "cultural bridges" may connote only horizontal movement, a means for helping children move between "home" and "school" since they may need more help to get on the "right" route. Any notion of multiple paths may be antonymous, as may any notion of a literacy outcome itself furthered by (not hampered by) experiencing cultural boundaries.
Not only may documented "differences" become stigmatized, they may slip into stereotypical cultural containers. For example, in his insightful Acts of Meaning (1990), Bruner discusses Peggy Miller's (1982) sociocultural research on "Black ghetto children in Baltimore [who have].., a special narrative environment" (p. 84); however, Miller described the children as White and working class. Gardner (1991, p. 68 ) comments on Heath's "predominantly poor Black community," "impoverished Whites," and "middle-class White community," but Heath describes the former two communities as working class and the mainstream teachers as both Black and White.
Despite its textual instability in the educational literature, the sociocultural perspective has been critically important in questioning assumptions about language, literacy, and learning. Jameel, for example, had discourse strategies and styles rooted in his African-American cultural heritage, including participative sense-making strategies (e.g., tropes, hyperbole, and call and response) (Foster, 1989; Heath, 1983; Srnitherman, 1986) .
And yet, there were many points of textual and social connection, not to mention overlap, between "home" ways and "school" ways. For example, many books in the classroom library were composed solely of rhythmic, artful language, and many were not sensible without their pictures. Moreover, Jameel used a range of discourse genres and strategies, depending on the social role he was adopting. Furthermore, Jameel and his classmates produced texts influenced by many performative genres--cartoons, superhero adventures, popular songs--that have no presence on either end of most cultural bridges for young children. Composing time tensions seemed to have to do with belonging and with friends--with issues of legitimacy ("sense"), power ("It's my decision"), and peers ("I don't got no more friends"), all issues that Bauman and Briggs (1990) argue come into play whenever texts, along with the social relationships and ideologies they mediate, are recontextualized (transferred) to new sites. Jameel could be constructed as on the "other" side of a language bridge, but it would be a bridge constructed with selective attention and molded by a language that contains the "other" too well (Comber, 1997; Rosaldo, 1989; Vasquez, Pease-Alvarez, & Shannon, 1994) .
YOU CAN ONLY GET THERE FROM HERE: AVOIDING FORKS IN THE ROAD
Literacy learning is complex Igivcn its intertwined threads o1" pragmatic, di,cursive, grammatical, and orthographic knowledge], and ,.. complexity, like a drive tl~ a large oily. might begin at any one of sc'~eral different starting points and be approached in any one of several difli:rcnt ways. (Clay, 1996. p. 203) When children are coming to know a new physical landscape, they construct personal landmarks that connect that landscape with their familiar lives (Trimble, 1994) . This marking of landmarks happens too when children get to know the symbol-strewn landscape of classrooms. " [N] spell my grandma's name [Helenl. "That one [number 8] is my brother." These sorts of comments precede children's sense of the alphabetic system, how that system works, and how people use the system in particular places, including schools.
From the perspective of this essay, children must--they have no choice--link new material (new knowledge, new requirements for action) to old material, with its familiar frames of relationships and purposes; without such linkages, they cannot approach the new with any sense of agency, with any sense at all. At the same time, old material must be recontextualized within--transferred to---new systems of relationships and uses. Such complex transformations of what is known and what can be done require collaborative constructions, as new material enters into and transforms old relational rhythms, and old material reverberates in the new.
Adults must do this too in making sense of puzzles, including the puzzling responses of children. The theoretical trend "toward a more wholistic approach" (Marini & Genereux, 1995, p. 5) in understanding learning and transfer would seem to allow the construction of richer, more sensible children. This trend has been reflected in efforts to reimagine classrooms as places for active child participants; those active children co-construct contexts for learning by joining teachers and peers on ladders, on bridges, and even in "collective" and collecting "zones of development" where they apply their familial and community "funds of knowledge" (e.g., linguistic, economic, geographic) to academic work (e.g., Moll & Greenberg, 1990; Moll & Whitmore, 1993) .
And yet, I have argued, these efforts, so theoretically powerful in chapters and books, seem unable to contain the social and cultural complexity of many urban classrooms or to probe the complexity of child literacy learning. Popular portraits seldom include young children with a complex world among other children or include young children with guiding frameworks originating outside the mediating influence of a parent or teacher's voice. Children's frames of reference and potential understandings, unarticulated but interwoven in their experiences, are filtered out--understandings of symbolic media, discourse genres, communicative strategies, in addition to potential insights into societal categories such as age, gender, and class and social themes such as collectivity and individuality (Nieto, 1994; O'Loughlin, 1992) . That is, what is filtered out is potentially constitutive of exactly what the school aims to teach.
In reproductive accounts of educational institutions and their relationship to societal inequalities, the path from home to school also figures prominently (e.g., Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977; Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992) . That path is constructed, in this view, by institutional agents who are predisposed to perceive and appreciate the competence, the potential, the teachability of those children in whom they recognize themselves or the selves they would like to be. In this way, they construct and legitimize given ideologies.
The present essay is compatible to an extent with this point of view. Schools as institutions tend to offer confusing children fragments of a removed world; confused children, without sense-allowing frameworks, have no basis for deciding what is relevant when. Unofficial peer worlds may take up the slack, but their organizing structures may diverge from, rather than (at least partially) merge with, the literacy routes institutionally visible. The literature on child literacy has seldom succeeded in complicating literacy routes or in countering ideologies of the "good child learner."
But I am not a social theorist; I am a teacher and a literacy researcher. Although I know schooling is limited in its influence on the economic and political contexts that anchor these ideologies, I also know, or hope, that researchers aim to at least be helpful to teachers and children. To this end, I have aimed to contribute to those who suggest that scholars of classroom learning remove their bifocals, within which appear the "mainstream" and the "non." In Genishi's (1997, p. 11) words:
There is no tidy progression and no magical way that adults have created to make children do as they're told .... What we adults struggle with, especially in university settings, is how to represent children fairly, how to "read" what they do and say in a way that doesn't distort their own purposes or ways of looking at the world.
By working to read children's "untidiness," their ways of constructing sensible actions and cultural worlds, researchers may provide visions of children' s social intelligence and their range of resources. Thus, these researchers may contribute to a more precise and comprehensive understanding of children's common literacy challenges (e.g., figuring out the encoding system, learning to manipulate that code for diverse purposes, learning to reflect on the effectiveness and consequences of discourse choices), variations in their application of varied literacy means (e.g., the units w~th which they begin to write and read, the kinds of textual forms familiar to them, the kinds of help and response they expect), and the interplay of factors that may shape those variations, including instructional conditions as well as socioeconomic and cultural circumstances and individual interests.
At the least, such efforts should complicate visions of unruly, unready children, whose numbers have increased as definitions of early competence have narrowed (Shepard, 1991) ; they should make newly visible the diverse social, linguistic, and cultural "roots" of literacy that yield diverse routes (Goodman, 1984, p. 103; Schieffelin & Cochran-Smith, 1984) ; and, moreover, they should support the efforts of successful teachers in urban schools. These teachers commonly emphasize the breadth of their teaching strategies and their efforts to involve all children in the classroom community however they can and, once involved, to extend their roles and means (for examples, see Dyson, 1997; Genishi, 1992; LadsonBillings, 1994) .
I want to close this chapter, as I began it, with visions of unruly children, whose very "untidiness"--or what Brandt (1995, p. 660 ) might call their ability "to work the borders between tradition and change ... to adapt and improvise and amalgamate"--is central to their learning and application of written means.
Children on Literacy Roads
I)cnisc is writing about her Thanksgiving Day. but she is struggling with the :+pelling of that holiday. Vanessa: You don't gotta spell the whole thing, just sound it out like yt~u can, girl .... 'Cau~ that word ... is long.
Denise. however, finds the word displayed in the classroom. As illustrated here, Denise and her peers in Rita's classroom constructed their literacy routes by "transferring" their symbolic and social resources to the official school world; they also "transferred" new resources, developed in school, to their own social worlds ("If you sign Wenona ..."). Initially, most children coped with the demand that they "write" by drawing, talking, and writing familiar words (e.g., family member names) and by appropriating written forms and patterns from school (when in doubt, observe and copy what others do, say [Fillmore, 1976] , or write [Bussis, Chittenden, Amarel, & Klausner, 1985; Clay, 1975; Dyson, 1989; King & Rentel, 1981] ).
As the year progressed, however, the children's social, cultural, and language worlds became evident in their "free" writing: They wrote sports announcements (e.g., "The Dallas Cowboys and the Arizona Cardinals in Arizona"), cartoon scenes, R&B and hip hop songs, and bits of commercials, along with science observations, social studies summaries, personal narratives, and fictional stories. Moreover, many began to transfer not simply written patterns from school but written means for participation initially modeled and guided by their teacher (ones not wholly dependent on their developing alphabetic sense). That is, their interpretations (their sense of writing's functional possibilities) changed, as did the social roles (responsibilities) they assumed and the means (skills and concepts) they controlled; their appropriations reflected their own social relationships and distinctive vernaculars, as did Vanessa's and Denise's.
This easy transferring in and out, this weaving of social worlds together, did not, however, always go so smoothly. One day, Denise and her peers Marcel (also African American) and Denny (European American) were working together on a "Freedom and Slavery" poster. The children had been studying about Harriet Tubman and the underground railroad in the context of broader discussions of what "freedom" meant to them as children. As Denise drew cotton and Denny made grass and flowers, Marcel drew a large figure who was, he said, "going out to the underground railroad in Canada."
The figure, this man on his way to Canada, looked like Arnold from the cartoon Hey Arnold (Snee-Oosh & Bartlett, 1996) . Marcel, who liked to draw, captured precisely Arnold's sun-ray hair and his broad face. Then, concerned that "White people" were not supposed to be on the railroad, he began to add black stripes. Denny, glancing up at Marcel, voiced his own concern.
Denny: Are you still drawing Hey Arnold? Man'eh No. I'm drawing a person walking. They have strong muscles.
Denny persists, however, and eventually Marcel responds in a firm voice, with a defiant edge: "It's Hey Arnold. It's my idea."
After that encounter, Marcel consistently referred to his drawing as "Hey Arnold," except when a grown-up (other than me) was around--when it reverted to the figure in the underground railroad. Finally, Denny complained to Rita about Marcel's identity-shifting figure. And, when all of the children came to the rug to share their posters, Rita asked them to explain their posters and, also, their experiences in "cooperating." In their turn, Denny, Marcel, and Denise quite cooperatively reported the tension they had experienced. In Marcel's words, "Denny didn't want me to draw my favorite character." Rita responded:
Well, there are two ways of looking at it [this problemJ. You could say, "'Well, I'm free to draw whatever I like," right? An artist and writer can draw or write whatever they like and ... try to publish it .... [But] 1 might say, "Marcel. you arc working in a group, and Ihe assignment is to do something about your knowlcdgc about freedom .... " And he might come back and say, "Well, I disagree v, ith you. I think my idea of freedom is to be able to draw something I want to draw.'" There's no answer that's right or wrong.
And, on that note, the children continued to explain to each other how groups had interpreted the assignment and the points of disagreement that had surfaced.
Marcel had deemed as relevant a big, bold figure he enjoyed drawing; he was intently engaged in the task and, in his talk, revealed his efforts to compose a picture that applied some of what he learned in school: This man was on the underground railroad to Canada. When Denny named his character "Hey Arnold" and ruled it out of bounds, Marcel responded by reinforcing those bounds. Rita, however, drew the boundaries yet again, bringing in Marcel, his figure, Denny, and a larger issue at the heart of their disagreement.
Marcel's experience, along with Rita's reaction, is an allegory for the process discussed herein, one of reconceiving transfer as recontextualization and, moreover, as a negotiated transformation of both school and child worlds. It is children's openness to diverse social worlds and appealing voices .'and symbols that accounts not only for a cartoon character on the road to Canada but for a Hat that calls 911, ET sharing a page with King Kong, and a lot of sisters and me moving to Oakland. Children need help in disciplining--not obliterating--that openness, recontextualizing their knowledge, know-how, and appropriated voices in broader social, cultural, and ideological worlds. In this way, we help avoid forks in children's literacy routes and, potentially, enrich the academic landscape for all.
